Drawing #11:

Story Line: The next day was Friday and a large crowd gathered around

Drawing: Go to an eighth page where your hill will already be drawn along with the grass, the flower and the 3 holes. The flower is drooping even more and almost non-existent. Draw it this way ahead of time. Then add the crowd of people with black chalk.
Directions for Drawing and Telling "The Little Hill Story"

Drawing #12:

Story Line:  And on each cross a man was hung
There was a man in the middle...His name was Jesus.
And on each side of Jesus there was another man

Drawing:  Remain on the eighth page. Add Jesus and the other 2
men as the story is read. Notice I drew my men as if
they are facing the crowd. Your audience is looking at
the back of the crosses.
Directions for Drawing and Telling "The Little Hill Story"

Drawing #13:

Story Line: The little hill was sad

Drawing: Remain on the eighth page. Add the sad face to the hill.
Drawing #14:

Story Line: The man in the middle was very sad too
But other people on the little hill were very mad at Him
And made fun of Him
And they laughed at Him

Drawing: Go to a ninth page. Before the presentation, this page will have the hill without the grass or flower. But it will have the 3 crosses with the 3 men on them. As the above lines are read, add the crowd once again.
Directions for Drawing and Telling "The Little Hill Story"

Drawing #15:

Story Line: And then darkness came

Drawing: Remain on the ninth page. Take the flat side of your black chalk and lightly go across the page from top to bottom. You still want to be able to see the picture.
Directions for Drawing and Telling "The Little Hill Story"

Drawing #16:

Story Line: The little hill was scared

Drawing: Remain on the ninth page. Add the scared face to the hill.
Directions for Drawing and Telling "The Little Hill Story"

Drawing #17:

Story Line: And then the man in the middle died
The little flower on the hill died too
Even the grass on the little hill died
And then the little hill shook and shook
The little hill cried

Drawing: Go to a tenth page that will already have the basic hill
drawn as shown below. During the rest of this verse,
add the 3 men on their crosses and then finally add the
crying face to the hill.
Directions for Drawing and Telling "The Little Hill Story"

Drawing #18:

Story Line: The man in the middle was taken down from His cross and buried in a cave

Drawing: Go to an eleventh page that will already have the basic hill drawn as shown below. Add the cross of Jesus during the above line.

Story Line: Friday was done

Drawing: Add one of the other crosses.

Story Line: Saturday came and went

Drawing: Add the other cross.

Story Line: But on Sunday morning something wonderful happened!

Drawing: Add the bright rays of light coming from the crosses.

Story Line: The little hill was excited!

Drawing: Add the excited face to the hill.